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Introduction
Real life stories of strength and resilience from young women in an
extraordinary time are more than valuable. Writing is a powerful
tool that transcends circumstances, elevates thinking and burns
down prejudices. It's vital for future generations to hear our stories
of how we lived and how we survived.
Kadish Morris
Freelance journalist and Poet

Here’s our creative writing about our lives during these challenging times.
The writing is deep, sometimes very raw, emotional, sometimes funny and
very uplifting. It’s all about our lives, about everyday experiences,
extraordinary times and about hope. Some of our staff and young women
have given birth during lockdown, worked for the NHS on the frontline,
faced inequality, reflected on life and appreciated what is around themnature, people, support, life.
Each writer has her own meaning. One young woman explains her
meaning. Every reader will interpret the words that relate to them.
In the poem the words “Tell me the moment you knew” was through the
eyes of a student working on placement in the hospital.
The poem “My Getaway Girls” shows appreciation of the project and makes
our work feel worthwhile and “A new kind of normal” brings hope for the
future. The amazing young women at Getaway Girls have even inspired me.
I’m really proud of what young women have produced and how they have
shared their thoughts and stories with us to help us understand, reflect
and learn.
The writing has been submitted through various projects within Getaway
Girls – She writes group, individual support, Black Girl Magic project and
HerStory in the Making.
So a massive THANKYOU to all the young women who have shared their
writing for their words, their insight and stories during lockdown.
Thankyou to the staff at Getaway Girls especially Paulette Morris and
Kianna Leader.
Thanks to all the funders and partnerships especially Live Well Leeds,
Big Lottery Emerging Futures and Paul Hamlyn Foundation.
Nic Gun for graphic design Maya Chowdhay for work on
HerStory in the Making
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I pick up the pen- The pen picks me up
I don't pick the pen up,
The pen picks me up,
Again and again and again,
The pen picks me up,
Although she has no ears,
She listens to my every word,
She knows each one of my fears,
I know it sounds absurd,
But she speaks a thousand words to me,
The pen is in my hand,
And it paints pictures for me to see,
I don't expect you to understand,
As your best friend probably speaks,
But mine reads my mind,
As her ink franticly leaks,
I see all the things she can find,
She never fails to amaze me,
The way she writes so fast,
And makes my mind feel free,
The possibilities are so vast,
The pen picks me up,
When i'm not doing so good,
The pen picks me up,
So i don't fall with a thud.

Snow

Happy new year

Three, two, one
the new year’s begun
three of us switch to the news
the walls light up in pinks, greens and blues
two sets of arms link together
laughing and singing making memories to last
forever one limitless year lays ahead
and all around us joy is widespread.

what all the fairytales describe
earnest eyes are glued to the window
the streetlights are throwing a wicked gleam
somewhere delighted squeals echo
it’s past bedtime but frantic footsteps
still descend the stairs
a deep breath then a sigh as the door swings open
the magic of the first snowfall.
I think the snow settling recently gave us all a much
needed boost of childlike excitement! I’d say it was one
of the highlights of lockdown.

Although we didn’t have the usual new year’s
celebrations this year, this poem is about the optimism
a new year brings and looking forward to a change
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Lockdown

March 23rd 2020,
Bulk buying and leaving shelves empty,
Nobody thought that the virus would come all this way,
But it did and it’s still here to this day,
The world turned mad,
And there was nothing to do,
People started making conspiracy theories,
That everyone thought were true,
More people started getting depressed,
And NHS workers became more stressed,
But still to this day we are trying our very best,
New lockdown announcements were made all the time,
And going out to meet friends and family became a crime,
Masks had to be worn in public places,
Which made it harder to see each other’s faces,
Everything that is on the news today,
Is about the virus and staying 2 metres away,
The things we took for granted before,
We just want back but so much more,
Now we are in 2021,
Patiently waiting for this to be done!

What does lockdown mean to me?
If I had asked myself this question,
During the peak of isolation,
I wouldn’t have a positive thing to say.

My response would have been,
Something quite mean,
Such as ‘WHERE IS THIS BLOOMIN’ VACCINE!’
But when I asked myself this question,
Once out of isolation,
I realise I really cannot complain...
Beneath the boredom and sadness,
The frustration and, yes, slight madness,
There are lots of positive things I can say.
These positive things shine bright and stand tall,
And I’d like to share each one with you all.
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She is and She will be
She is a mother and she will be strong but soft,
like a great bear she will fight to protect her young
but also be there with her arms wide open providing a safe comforting place.
She is learning and she will be anything she sets her mind to as she is passionate
and her heart is filled with song like choir voices filling a vast church hall.
She is she and she will be her because yoga and fashion are her place to be free,
like a graceful bird soaring high above the clouds on a warm summers day.
She is a reader and a writer and she will be serene as words envelop her
in a warm embrace on a cold winters eve.
She is alive and she will be brave on her worst days because she knows
life is beautiful and something to be celebrated like the first emerging buds of spring.
She is grateful for every single day and she will be proud of her body because it
created life.
She is strong and she is a queen.
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Own it

Your uniqueness is what makes you beautiful,
Own what makes you different and take pride in it,
Embrace all of your beautiful self,
Your curves and your features are unique to you,
Be proud of your culture and the power of your race,
Always stand tall and always embrace your identity and uniqueness,
You are the promise of tomorrow. The hope after slavery,
The song of harmony in you is our skin, our melanin,
Our diaspora is the only true royalty, the first and the last, lift your head high
You were made beautiful
I love my culture, our delicious Caribbean flavours in the food we eat,
Being a young black girl in today’s world will not stop me from knowing my beauty inside and out,
I will fight to have the same opportunities as other girls who are not black.
My beautiful lips, nose and skin are something
I am judged about daily,
But I feel good about who I am
and where I have come from and I want every
black girl to feel the same.

Black Girl Fantastic

You are remarkable, you are loved and you are unique,
Society might try and tell you something different but they're
wrong,
Remember Black is beautiful and be proud of that,
Be unapologetically you and don’t forget the world is yours.
Don’t let anyone tell you it aint,
We matter and we stand as one.
You are Magic Black girl fantastic,
Spread your wings fly high,
Be assured that they could never take your magic away,
You are a survivor of the past, the present and the future,
Your magic is in your DNA and runs through your veins
given to you by ancestors who fought
for your future,
Black Girl Magic is alive, Black Girl Magic can never die,
Use it wisely use it kindly.
I feel empowered and inspired by black women
who have paved the way for me to feel good in
my brown skin and be proud of who I am as a brown girl,
Being a part of black culture is something I am proud of,
Being a black girl is a proud feeling and something
I will always be proud of.
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Beauty in Your Crown

You can be anybody you want to be, don't let anyone
dim your shine or limit your ambitions,
I love your hair, it is beautiful,
Your hair is your crown, don't let anyone tell you
different,
Your value is priceless and your potential is limitless,
I see beauty in your crown,
1, 3 to 4c.
Coily, kinky curls that never fail to take a stand on
their own seated perfectly like 1950s’ Rosa Parks,
I see beauty in your crown,
Straight, Wavy curly and VERY curly strands.
The kind of crown that flows through every season,
Sisters, nana, aunties, mama all shades of brown,
You are the reason I see I see beauty in your crown.
Your skin is royalty, black and rich like ebony,
The kinks and curls of your hair, a lioness mane of
regality.
I love my afro hair, I am free to do what I want with my
beautiful hair
My dark skin does not define me,
My afro hair does not define me
My curves do not define me
But
I embrace all of these beautiful things about me
and stand tall in my beauty, skin and body.

Queen

Always be unapologetically yourself and never let that
crown fall because you are irreplaceable,
Black is beautiful,
We come in many different shades, from Dark skinned to
Light skinned, Light to skinned to Dark skinned,
We are all beautiful no matter what shade we are,
Embracing our uniqueness and who we are is important,
Know that you are loved, you are unique, you are special
because you are black and you came from greatness,
Always remember “faith can move mountains” and you
have the power to change the world
Black is Beautiful.
You're more capable than you know,
Your dark skin is divine,
Your hair defies gravity,
Your face will remain flawless throughout time
You were beautiful from the start,
You were born a queen,
Walk in the glory of the queens.
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Tell me

tell me about the moment you knew
she was the one for you
was it the second your eyes met
did the music to your first dance bewitch you
was it when you felt your cheeks flush red
and the stain on her doorstep your eyes glued to
after dropping her off nodded reassurance to you
narrate those magical memories
let us get lost in our own reveries
and hear the Ronettes and Temptations
instead of these machines and hushed conversations
tell me about her
the extension of you
you so abruptly had to cut loose.
This first poem is about the people you see coming into
hospital, particularly the elderly. You don’t know their
stories, but when they come in, they’re often feeling
vulnerable and rely on one another. Over the last year,
the limitations on hospital visits have been incredibly
upsetting for many and so I wanted to write loss blended
with nostalgia of better days, which many do reflect on
with their loved ones during hospitalisation.

And when

and when the sun sets
and the whole thing’s done
when the wind blows
but you’re not ready to move on
will you linger to catch the
last ray leaving
taking her light to foreign shores
will you hang by flat plains
waiting for her to rise again?
will you laugh or will you cry
when you realise the same sun never rises twice?
when the fragments of light gleam differently
as though smiling at you secretly
when the gentle breeze sighs
over the whispers of her travels
after sunset will you yearn for the light of the same star
or look up to the heavens where thousands more are?

Fingers crossed

the city at night
flashes by the windows
it’s so full of light
as though the day never really goes
but as we pull up in a bay
and the engine cuts out
the headlights that chased the dark away
shrink and there’s no way to tell if anyone’s about
the chais get passed around then
lids snapping back
our laughter is raucous, intense
and unletting in the lowlit black
the steam from the cups is sticking
and we draw lines in the condensation
never seeing this night ending
we revel in our imaginations
but then we have to leave each other, one at a time
waving till the door closes with big beaming smiles
we’ll see each other again in a while.
This one is something I’m looking forward to once
restrictions are lifted and it’s safer to see our loved
ones again. Fingers crossed, “we’ll see each other
again in a while” sooner rather than later!

This poem, to me, can be read in many different ways. It could
be moving on from a relationship or a loss of some kind. In the
context of the pandemic, I feel as though it resonates much more
with those opportunities and experiences we feel we “lost out”
on due to lockdowns.The final lines aren’t to say it’s silly to fixate
on what could have been, but that there is a wealth of learning
we’ve been able to do during these lockdowns, and perhaps we
can learn some more in this one if we move our attention to
healthier places.
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Tick Tock
My peace
I've finally found my peace,
It lies only in solitaire,
There I wear it like a fleece
Without so much as a care,
Til I hear a startling knock,
But it's not at the door,
My door is at a firm lock,
I'm starting to feel unsure,
As I can hear it all too loud,
It's happening isn't it,
Time to come down from my cloud,
Back into this bottomless pit,
It wasn't long ago I escaped,
These monstrosities of people,
That are not even shaped,
They should be damned to a steeple,
But they settle for my mind,
They must feel at home there,
As it is well designed,
Not to perish from their glare,
They come back stronger,
They have a whole army,
And they plan to stay longer,
Til they fully disarm me,
I'm not up for the fight,
It takes everything from me,
My sanity, my peace even daylight,
So I just solemnly agree,
I let them in,
They're trying to drown me,
And I've forgotten how to swim,
With these I can make no plea,
They can have me now,
The traitorous fiends,
I shall lower my head and bow,
By all means,
No time for goodbyes,
To my inner peace,
These felons shall rise,
As their numbers increase.

Tick tock,
That's time ticking away,
By the sound of the clock,
Second to minute to day,
Firm skin to wrinkles,
Eagles eye's to glasses,
Crisp paper to crinkles,
This is how time passes,
Be vigilant with your time,
It's the best way,
Because one minute you're in your prime,
And the next you're wasting away,
From your first breath,
You are already dying,
And you can't escape death,
Don't waste time trying,
Be reckless, be bold,
Be everything but careful,
Don't let yourself fold,
And try not to be dull,
As time will catch upto you,
It never does stop,
And when yours is up what will you do,
You'll be forced to drop,
All you'll have left is the thought,
Of all the things you didn't do,
All the battles you never fought,
All the words you just let stew,
No sound of tick tock,
Your time is done,
You can't hear the clock,
And you didn't even have fun
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Let it out

Sleep deprived,
A heavy heart,
And a racing mind,
Makes a work of art,
To face defeat,
And laugh,
To burn in the heat,
And still walk your path,
Some say it's a virtue,
To feel nothing at all,
Until the suppressed feelings grew,
And hung like pictures on a wall,
In plain sight for all to see,
The anger, the hurt and sad,
They were as ugly as can be,
These feelings no one knew you had,
They come out in strange ways,
Some come out in swings and punches,
That after only leave yourself in a daze,
No warning, no hunches,
And that's when you realise,
You need to feel and let it out,
No repressing, no substitute highs,
You need to scream and shout,
This pain needs balance,
So it doesn't consume your life,
and leave you stuck in a trance,
Or holding on to a knife,
Let the anger roam free,
So the happiness can fill you up,
Like leaves fill a tree,
Like water fills a cup.

Stain

There's a stain,
On my heart,
It has leaked into my brain,
And picked it apart,
On my heart it could hide,
This growing stain,
Which could not decide,
Where to store all the pain,
But on my brain it is strange,
It shows on my face,
Even my voice does change,
What a peculiar case,
I can't quite put my finger on it,
How it seeps through my body,
With no intention to quit,
It's mechanism far from shoddy,
It's blacker than black,
This stain of mine,
And all it knows is attack,
It's difficult to define,
But maybe someday it's ink will dry up,
And it will leave my soul be,
Not even come back to check up,
We will soon see,
But until that day comes,
Stained and tainted I go on,
From my toes to my thumbs,
It plays a cruel, twisted con.
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Other
I'm living in some other skin,
Looking through some foreign eyes,
As if my own body is a sin,
It's just my disguise,
My head is sectioned out,
There's a small corner for myself,
Here lies an emotional drought,
The mind has devoured itself,
There's a part for him,
There's a part for her,
There's a part that's quite dim,
There's a scary part with matted fur,
For really I live in relapse,
I never learned to forget,
My mind bares maps,
Follow them and you'll find regret,
I'm never really here,
And no one ever knows,
And it gives me great fear,
The fact it's not me in my clothes,
I'm a thousand miles away,
I only hear your echoes,
My mind is leading me astray,
Yet my body has froze.

Panic attack
It burns,
It aches,
My stomach turns,
My body shakes,
Panic attack,
Chest pains,
That grow in my back,
My neck strains,
Panic attack,
I can't see no more,
Everything's gone black,
My body’s sore,
My head spins,
I can feel everything,
Like they're needles and pins,
My ears ring,
Panic attack,
Why, why, why,
I can't even cry.
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Lockdown
Socially isolated from society
Realised those social structures binding me
weren’t internal but the external world is more like a machine
perpetuating a system that isn’t benefiting me
Things I already knew
but never fully appreciated, this whole situation really intermediated
and created a force to expose all
the simulated understanding of everything
integrated If and when this ands
and when ever that will be, I can interact with the new world I will see
A higher education is what I thought I needed but honestly
I’m glad I haven’t signed up for a degree yet
That’s all my money wasted they don’t refund the payment
A loan for FaceTime, no complaining but it is blatant
when ur my age all you want to do is explore the world
But now your stuck indoors
only thing to do is abide by the rules
Trying to keep optimistic
Can’t let it all drag you down
It’s Only up from this point so pick ur feet up off the ground
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Life’s hard, but it gets better...
The six words I kept telling myself
As I tried to nurse people back to health.
Many died, some lived.
Why didn’t many live, some die?
Life changed during the pandemic.
Everything we knew – as nurses, doctors, healthcare and medical professionals.
We used it all – We adapted – We fought the virus.
But still, it didn’t seem enough.
It’s ok.
We can come back tomorrow and do it all again.
And we did.
Looking back, things were improving – slowly slowly.
And now they are – many are living, some dying.
We will get there! We will fight this! And one day, we’ll be back to normal –
Kisses, cuddles and groups of more than 6.
But for now, just breathe.
Have the extra chocolate. Go on that walk. Or cut a massive slice of cake!
Because life’s hard, but it gets better.
In time.
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Leeds Corn Exchange
You are a mixture of bright rainbow colours like your interior,
You are summer like the abundance of light inside,
You taste like sweetcorn, it’s in your name,
You’re warm yet bright interior resembles a Japanese Maple Tree,
You are a pigeon like those that encircle your exterior,
Your pink walls remind me of my favourite feminist book;
Feminists Don’t Wear Pink,
You are the sun that radiates energy,
You are a four-leaf clover that brings luck and joy to anyone’s day.

Roundhay Park
If you were a colour, you'd be emerald green, making me sparkle.
If you were a season, you'd be spring, making me blossom.
If you were a food, you'd be chicken tikka, making up the flavours of my life.
If you were a bird, you'd be a dove, making everything peaceful for me.
If you were a song you'd be love, making me fall for you over and over.
If you were a book, you'd be the way of the bow,
making me (arrow) point in the right direction.
If you were the weather, you'd be sunny, making me shine bright.
If you were a flower, you'd be rose, making me feel young and beautiful forever.
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Earth’s plea
Take care of me like you take care of yourself.
Ask yourself; I am an essential part of you, am I not?
Have you not neglected to interact with me?
Have you not overlooked breathing me?
Have you not ignored connecting with me?
These past months have been difficult for you but the last few centuries have
been impossible for me.
Now take this time and examine your actions, which had been destroying me.
I am nature.
Let me nurture so you can grow.
Let me heal so you can nourish.
Let me survive so you can live.

Perfectly Imperfect
I feel Green like the growth of rattling leaves
This tastes fresh
This is where it starts
A lack of light, love and support
And suddenly I feel Grey
As my cheer fades away
Soon, I become white and optimistic
Ready for a new splash of colour
I finally feel pink
Like red in transition
Embracing change with enthusiasm and wonder
I feel a weight leave my shoulders
Yes, I am pink
Sitting calm as I think
Of all I have learned
Not magenta, nor fuchsia
Just a splash of Pink.
Perfectly imperfect
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Colours
Our skin colours might be different
Like the colours in art,
Standing out from one another,
Emphasising their importance,
Expressing their character,
White can't protrude without black If it's all white,
there's nothing to see,
there’s nothing to feel,
Add colours,
Add glitters,
Paint a picture worth seeing
Recognise your equality
Reflect your uniqueness
Represent your identity
Reveal your colours
Celebrate the difference

Stripped away from equality
We are same yet so different?
We want to go far, yet have borders?
We want respect, yet we are against each other?
We are all humans, yet we are still not equal?
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Loved and lost
Then the year bid us farewell
Someone dear to me was separated from this life
A fragrance sweet like a flower
Ray of light
Like a star in the sky
Then the year bid us farewell
Someone dear to me was separated from this life
I close my eyes
A hand reaches me
Like a cold breeze in the air
Then the year bid us farewell
Someone dear to me was separated from this life
There were storms inside
Sea of words
A beautiful sight
Laughter was present in every moment of it
Then the year bid us farewell
Someone dear to me was separated from this life
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Why?

Why?
Why do we live in this world full of racism?
Let’s form a world of great humanism
Everyday we go to school we go to work
Yet we learn nothing
As we live in a world full of discrimination
People are working all day to build robots
Robots to what?
Discriminate another one
Why do we live in this world full of isolation?
We build homes together
Why if we’re just to knock them down?
We tear their walls
We fire them with insults
Everyday we look from our office blocks to see a struggling child fighting for their life
Why do we do nothing?
Why are teachers still teaching history?
Yes, it’s important
But right now, this second
History is just repeating itself
It’s like travelling back in time to a world where running away from the police
Evacuating your country which you once called home
Not being able to walk around your hometown without feeling scared
Has all just become some stupid daily routine
But why?
Why can’t we put this to a stop?
It’s just drilled into our heads like we’re some machines
But it’s about time we stopped
Take a look around
Yes
You should feel ashamed
For what this world has become
Why?
Why aren’t we learning from all these mistakes
But instead we just sit there, paint on a smile and pretend everything’s okay
So instead of just sitting there watching the news
Moaning to a friend about how it’s not fair
Go out there stand up for what’s right
But forgive me I forgot we’re all too scared
In case we get killed for just speaking the truth
It’s about time something happened
It’s about time something changed
But it’s never going to happen in this day and age
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The journey from probability to possibility
She tried to continue her education after a long-lost year of struggles but no progress.
Unfortunately, she wasn't allowed to study by the Home Office.
Another year consumed her.
She felt incapacitated.
But she fought again, against all odds.
She wiped her tears; she was ready to embrace failure if that is what’s written.
She applied to study once again
and she received offers from University again but with conditions,
condition to be able to study by the home office.
Her hopes were shattered.
Last few years were repeating themselves.
After these years, she dreamt of continuing her education again.
She wasn't entitled to progress in her life again.
This time she questioned.
This time she developed the strength to fight for her purpose,
to find justice, to be free from the deprivation of basic human right;
education in a “free” country like the UK
where everything has a price.
She didn't want to be an unnecessary burden.
She knocked on several doors asking for help.
She asked solicitors, several organisations, Members of Parliament, Immigration Officers.
When she questioned, there was no answer
for this barrier of inequality that she had faced for so long.
She cried in empty nights silently.
She prayed when no one looked.
She fought, she lost, she hoped again.
She wanted to succeed but she was pushed back.
She wanted to study but there were too many barriers and no mercy, no equality.
Not just for her but many like her,
not approved to have freedom,
not allowed to fulfil their dreams.
Why? You may ask?
Because this law isn’t for people like her.
She couldn't access student finance; she didn’t have the rights.
No! Not like her peers,
she didn’t have the privileges because her passport wasn’t blue,
her colour wasn’t white,
her language wasn’t English.
But she had devotion,
she had resilience,
she had faith.
She went through all the emotions again, only this time her voice was heard.
The deadline to be accepted by the university had passed
and only 5 days were left before the start of term.
A Miracle?
Yes. The decision was overturned, and she could study.
Her determination paid off,
yet her questions were unanswered as to why she couldn't study before?
Why many like her can’t study?
Many days and years wasted being kept in the dark,
waiting, speculating,
which continues to victimise and destroy others like her.
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Reflection

2020 came with vast waves of self-awareness and deeper reflection
on my priorities regarding career, family, and mental health.
My highlight was taking part in the BLM protests held in 2020
seeing my generation so united for change.
I took the first lockdown as an opportunity
to discover the different avenues to help me
further understand my self and overall therapeutic methods.
I have been knitting, roller skating and going on explorative walks.
I have lived in Chapeltown for over 6years,
and I had never seen half of the beautiful areas surrounding Chapeltown
that I discovered on my reflective walks during 2020.
with that said, 2020 reminded me of my love for nature,
I have learnt to appreciate the everyday things like going to a coffee shop with a great novel.
I have learnt to appreciate the relationships I have formed outside the family
and genuinely check in on their wellbeing.
Knitting and roller skating has taught me patience.
I am not saying that I have mastered the art of patience;
however, I celebrate the little progress I have noticed.
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Lockdown by Tarot Cards
It started off with the tower.

A big change where previously built up institutions were now being broken down
and requiring a reformation of how we do things.
The next card is the fool
none of us knew what we were stepping into but with the oncoming pandemic
we had to take the risk and step off the cliff.
Originally I felt like the hermit
secluded and isolated sometimes a bit too sad but pushed through lockdown to
look and find peace within myself.
Due to this new found society like the magician card
I had to use everything around me to maintain connections zoom dates,
voice calls and an unusual love of gaming keeping me active and happy.
My experiences with Getaway Girls providing me with divine feminine energy
the mentors giving me empress vibes mothering and nurturing
offering a lot of love to grow.
Despite the troubles of coronavirus many of us have seeked the hierophant
looking for a connection,
a shrine or some form of faith to guide us through.
I myself turning to the cards as well as using incense and meditation
in order to maintain my balance.
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It’s not Just you
There was mass confusion,
The world turned bleak,
It was more of an institution,
Which within everyone was weak,
Identities had been stolen,
Along with dreams and hope,
Fear was inflamed and swollen,
No one could cope,
Life was more than mundane,
It was past unbearable,
The world had gone insane,
The consequences just terrible,
Isolated and alone,
And all you could do,
Is pray someone would pick up the phone,
So you know it's not just you,
That moment when you hear hello,
In a voice you've missed for so long,
Your face starts to glow,
Your words finally become strong,
There's someone at the other end,
Your heart skips a beat,
It begins to mend,
Even though they're not on your street,
Not coming to your house,
You feel content,
And almost forget this social drought,
You see all your messages sent,
And you know it's not just you,
Everyone is feeling this way,
It's so strange and new,
But now you know it's not here to stay.

A new kind of normal
Is anything ever really normal anyway?
What is normal?
Lately the world as we normally recognise it
has changed in the most dramatic way.
We try not to panic, we all believe we’re okay,
Let’s try and get through another day.
Some days are great full of happiness and
hope, Some days are grey full or worry, on
those we mope.
Anxieties seep in,
I hope I don’t have to give birth alone.
Things we all took for granted such as just
visiting the shops is a mission,
Things can simply change just like that.
Our normal has become the same four walls,
Pretty much nobody is knocking on our doors.
We’ve learnt new things and know more about
ourselves,
We’ve come together to protect each other’s
health.
Slowly things are going to be better, slowly we
regain hope and our smiles,
Us people are strong, us people can cope.
Right now it may feel like the world is scarred,
But we will bounce back,
We all shine like the brightest stars.
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My Getaway Girls

If you was a colour you would be the grandest of greens and the
purest of purples.
There is not a season where you would not be present as your
presence goes hand in hand with the 365 days that travels
around the sun.
The food you are is warm and comforting- the simplest of meals
yet so fulfilling and needed.
Like steaming jacket potatoes after school or greasy chicken
and chips as you catch up with friends.
There isn't a song to describe you as you are known to produce
the music- whether it's poetry, spoken word or the laughter
you allow us to make.
You embrace every type of weather as you allow us to come
to you- come rain or shine, in every state of mind and
every mood imaginable.
If you was a plant you would be ivy- constantly growing,
adapting and making your mark known.
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Getaway Girls is a registered charity and established
as a company limited by guarantee. The organisation
has been supporting young women within Leeds for
over 30 years.
Getaway Girls empowers young women to build
confidence and resilience, develop new skills and
take positive risks in an environment which offers
co-operation and support.
We offer a variety of programmes to meet diverse
needs of young women including individual support,
group work, peer education/ support, creative arts,
sports and adventure education, outreach work,
residentials, training and opportunities for
Voice and Influence.
Peer support is an integral part of our approach
for many years. Young women have brought their
energy, knowledge, lived experience, skills and
enthusiasm.

For further information about Getaway Girls please contact Flavia
at Getaway Girls 67 Bayswater Grove, Leeds, LS8 5LN.
Tel: 0113 240 5894 or email: flavia.docherty@getawaygirls.co.uk
www.getawaygirls.co.uk

